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Acute lymphoblastic leukemia is the most 
common type of leukemia in young 
Omani patients comprising about 75% 
of all child acute leukemia in Oman. 

It is mainly of two subtypes: precursor B acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL), which represents 
85% of Omani patients with acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia; and T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia 
(T-ALL) representing the remaining 15% of affected 
patients.1 T-ALL is the disease committed to any stage 
of T-cell lineage in which patients present with fever, 
enlarged thymus gland, bleeding, bruising, recurrent 
infections, tiredness for unknown reason, abdominal 
pain, and hyperkalemia related symptoms.2

Diagnostic approaches of the disease rely on 
the results of multiple laboratory investigations 
(i.e., immunophenotyping, cytogenetics, molecular 
biology) as well as the clinical picture of the 
disease. The two currently used techniques for 
immunophenotyping are flow cytometry and 
immunohistochemistry.3 Flow cytometry is a 
laser-based technique and is currently one of the 

most commonly used methods to differentiate 
and distinguish between the disease subtypes by 
recognizing the pattern of proteins expressed on the 
cell surface of lymphoid cells (immunophenotype 
characteristics of leukemic cells).4

The correct and rapid determination of 
the subtypes of acute lymphoblastic leukemia 
plays a crucial role in assessing the best risk 
oriented treatment for the patient to improve 
treatment outcomes.5 The flow cytometry results 
documented that all the patients included in the 
study were confirmed to have T-ALL owing to the 
presence of CD3 positivity (a pan cytomarker for 
T-lymphocytes). There are no previous papers in the 
literature that studied the characteristics of T-ALL 
in Omani patients. Hence, the full picture of the 
disease outcome and development is not completely 
understood in this group. We sought to study and 
classify the immunophenotype characteristics of 
Omani patients diagnosed with T-ALL and to 
correlate the results with age and gender as well as 
biological factors (peripheral and bone marrow cell 
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A B S T R AC T
Objectives: To study and classify the immunophenotypic characteristics of Omani 
patients diagnosed with T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) and to correlate 
the results with age and gender as well as biological factors (peripheral and bone marrow 
blast cells percentage). Methods: Fifty cases from both genders and of all ages who 
fulfilled the inclusion criteria with a diagnosis of T-ALL were included in the study. 
Correlation of T-ALL subtypes with age, gender, and initial bone marrow and peripheral 
blood blast cells percentage was assessed using ANOVA. Results: Among the 50 T-ALL 
patients analyzed, 44 were male and six were female giving a male-to-female ratio of 7:1 
(p = 0.007). The average age of patients was 19.2 years with no significant differences in 
the three disease subtypes. No significant association was seen between the peripheral or 
bone marrow blast cell percentage and the differentiation stages of the neoplastic clone 
of T-ALL. All female patients were found to express an immature T-ALL phenotype. 
Conclusions: This study reports the subtypes of T-ALL in Oman for the first time. It is 
hoped that this will lead to a better understanding of the disease outcomes.
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blasts percentage) to understand the characteristics 
of the disease in Omani patients. Doing this will 
allow us to better predict disease outcome and 
determine an appropriate therapeutic plan.

M ET H O D S
We conducted a retrospective review of the records 
of patients with T-ALL diagnosed at our hospital. 
ethical approval for the study was obtained from 
the research and ethics Committee of the College 
of Medicine and Health Sciences, Sultan Qaboos 
university. relevant data necessary for the study was 
extracted from the patient’s case records obtained 
from the hospital information system database. All 
T-ALL patients who visited the Sultan Qaboos 
university Hospital from January 2002 to September 
2015 were included in the study. Fifty patients 
who fulfilled the inclusion criteria were eligible for 
analysis, which consisted of Omani of both genders 
and all age categories. expression of CD3 cytomarker 
as a pan cytomarker of T-cell lymphocytic lineage 
was mandatory for the diagnosis. Non-Omani and 
Omani patients with missing data regarding T-cell 
immunophenotype were excluded from the study. 
Other forms of missing data encountered such as 
insufficient results due to crushed bone marrow 
sample, insufficient sample to obtain results, and old 
data files that were not fully available in the system 
were all excluded in the final analysis.

Immunophenotypic characteristics were 
determined by identifying the expression of CD4 
and CD8 markers on CD-3 bearing T-lymphoblasts. 
All patients were classified into three categories 
based on the type of antigen expression of CD4 and 
CD8 (i.e., immature T-cell (CD4-, CD8-), maturing 
T-cell (CD4+, CD8+), and mature T-cell (CD4-,  

CD8+ or CD4+, CD8-). The results were correlated 
with demographic factors of the patients (age and 
gender). Bone marrow lymphoblast and peripheral 
blood lymphoblast percentage were also correlated 
with the three patient groups.

All data were collected initially using a pre-
designed excel sheet and analyzed using SPSS 
Statistics (IBM Corp. released 2013. IBM SPSS 
Statistics for Windows, Version 22.0. Armonk, Ny: 
IBM Corp.) Correlation was tested using ANOVA.

R E SU LTS
Out of the 50 patients, only six were female (12.0%), 
and all these female patients presented with an 
immature T-ALL phenotype (pro T-ALL and pre 
T-ALL). Furthermore, only 21.0% of all patients with 
immature T-ALL subset were female. Overall, 56.0% 
of patients (n = 28) presented with immature T-ALL 
(pro T-ALL and pre T-ALL) phenotype, 24.0%  
(n = 12) with cortical phenotype and 20.0% (n = 10)  
expressed features of mature (medullary) T-ALL 
phenotype [Table 1].

The percentage of patients under each 
developmental stage of leukemic T-cells is shown in 
Figure 1. The highest percentage of patients (56.0%) 
presented with an immature T-ALL phenotype 
(pro- and pre-T-ALL) (CD4-, CD8-), whereas 
24.0% of cases expressed features of maturing T-ALL 
phenotype (cortical) (CD4+, CD8+). Only 20.0% 
of patients expressed mature (medullary) (CD4-, 
CD8+ or CD4+, CD8-) T-ALL phenotype. This 
was further classified into CD4-, CD8+ constituting 
40.0% of patients and CD4+, CD8- constituting 
60.0% of the subtype [Figure 2].

The average age of patients with immature 
T-ALL, maturing (cortical) T-ALL, and mature 

Table 1: Percentage of patients based on the differentiation stages of the neoplastic clone of T-ALL in 
correlation with gender.

p = 0.007 T-ALL subsets Total

Immature (pro T-ALL 
and pre T-ALL)

Maturing 
(cortical T-ALL)

Mature
(medullary 

T-ALL)

Gender Male count, n
Total, %

22
44.0

12
24.0

10
20.0

44
88.0

Female count, n
Total, %

6
12.0

0
0.0

0
0.0

6
12.0

Total Total count, n
Total, %

28
56.0

12
24.0

10
20.0

50
100
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(medullary) T-ALL were 19.9, 20.5, and 17.3 years, 
respectively (p = 0.060). The average age for the total 
group of patients was 19.2 years [Figure 3].

The average bone marrow blast cell percentages 
were 77.7%, 88.6%, and 72.3% in the immature 
T-ALL, maturing T-ALL, and mature T-ALL groups, 
respectively, and was not statistically significant  
(p = 0.060). The average percentage of the bone 
marrow blasts for the whole group of patients was 
79.5% [Figure 4].

The average peripheral blast cell percentages were 
56.2%, 64.1%, and 79.6% in the immature T-ALL, 
maturing T-ALL, and mature T-ALL subtypes, 
respectively. We saw a rising trend but this did not 
reach statistical significance (p = 0.054). Overall, the 
average percentage of peripheral blood blasts of the 
whole group of patients was 66.6% [Figure 5].

D I S C U S S I O N
We initia l ly  a imed to study the ful l 
immunophenotypic characteristics of T-ALL in 
Omani patients including the disease subtypes 
and associated molecular markers of each subtype. 
unfortunately, that could not be achieved because 
of the relative rarity of the reported cases at our 
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Figure 3: Correlation between average age and 
distinctive maturation stages of T-cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia subgroups (p = 0.060).
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Figure 4: Correlation between bone marrow blast 
cells percentage and distinctive maturation stage 
of T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) 
subgroups (p = 0.060).
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Figure 2: Distribution of patients with mature 
T-cell phenotype of T-cell acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia.
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Figure 1: Distribution of patients based on 
differentiation stages of the neoplastic clone of T-cell 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
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institution and the incomplete data documentation 
of several patients in the electronic system. Hence, 
we relied on the three most important markers, 
namely CD4, CD8, and CD3 (surface and 
cytoplasmic), to study the immunophenotypic 
characteristics based on the european Group for 
the Immunological Characterization of Leukemia’s 
(eGIL) classification.6 The eGIL classification 
divides T-ALL into three developing stages based on 
the presence or absence of CD4 and CD8 markers. 
The immature phenotype (CD4-,CD8-) or double 
negative T-cell phenotype, maturing phenotype 
(CD4+, CD8+) also called the cortical or double 
positive phenotype, and the mature phenotype 
(CD4+, CD8- or CD8+, CD4-) also called 
medullary or single positive T-cell phenotype. The 
prevalence or absence of these markers was clearly 
documented in all patients analyzed in this study and 
CD3 was used to confirm the T-cell lineage as it is a 
pan T-cell marker.

We found that the immature T-ALL phenotype 
was most commonly seen in Omani patients, 
both male and female. On the other hand, the 
cortical phenotype was the second most common 
phenotype found in our patients while the mature 
phenotype was the least common. Our results 
were in concordance with other studies from the 
Middle east and Mediterranean.1,7 A recent study 

by Lahjouji et al,7 and two other older studies from 
Italy and France also showed similar results.8,9

The importance of understanding the T-ALL 
characteristics in a given population arises from the 
prognostic probability associated with some subtypes 
of the disease. For T-ALL, previous literature show 
that patients who were identified to have the cortical 
T-ALL phenotype were most likely to have better 
prognostic outcomes. Ongoing research and efforts 
have identified additional markers and molecular 
factors associated with cortical T-ALL phenotype 
that led to this prognostic effect, which may improve 
the therapeutic plan of the disease.10,11 However, no 
prognostic association was found with medullary 
and immature T-ALL phenotype.

We had a male-to-female ratio of 7:1 in our patient 
cohort. Gender was highly correlated with disease 
incidence, which was significantly more prevalent in 
males than females (p = 0.007). Similar results were 
found in Moroccan patients in a study by Lahjouji et 
al,7 (p = 0.033) as well as one by Pui et al.12

Furthermore, an important highlight of this 
study was that 100% of Omani female with T-ALL 
presented with the immature phenotype. However, 
previous studies7,12 did not show a proportional 
difference in the female distribution under the 
sub-classification of the disease as noted with  
our patients.

Our study did not evaluate any prognostic 
differences, clinical features, or drug pharmacokinetics 
between males and females. However, a prospective 
study done in the uSA in 2005 concluded that 
females have better prognosis than males.13

We also studied the age of Omani patients with 
T-ALL and correlated the average age of patients 
with each disease subtype. However, there was no 
significant correlation between the average age of 
patients and disease subtype (p = 0.060). The average 
age of the total group of patients was 19.2 years while 
the average age of patients with immature, maturing, 
and mature phenotypes were 19.9, 20.5, and 17.3 
years, respectively. Furthermore, no significant 
variation was observed in the average age of males 
and females, which is in agreement with the results 
of previous studies.7,14

We also evaluated the peripheral blood blast 
cell percentage as well as bone marrow blast cell 
percentage. However, in 12.0% of these patients, 
due to improper documentation, we were unable 
to obtain their complete results. In the remaining 
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Figure 5: Correlation between peripheral blast cell 
percentage and distinctive maturation stage of T-cell 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL) subgroups  
(p = 0.054).
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patients (n = 44) studied, all presented with a bone 
marrow blasts cells percentage more than 20.0% at 
the first visit. Only 22.7% of patients presented on 
their first visit with a peripheral blood blast cells 
percentage less than 20.0%. These results are in 
agreement with a study from the uSA that clarified 
that peripheral blood blast cells cannot always be 
efficient and useful in making the disease diagnosis.15 
However, the same is not applied for bone marrow 
blast cells percentage, which is always high and 
diagnostically useful.

On comparing the average percentage of bone 
marrow blast cells in each disease subtypes, no 
significant differences were found and no association 
was noticed between the bone marrow blast cells 
percentage and the three subtypes of T-ALL  
(p = 0.060). However, the percentage of bone marrow 
blast cells in patients with cortical T-ALL was slightly 
higher than the other two subtypes of the disease. 
Furthermore, no association was found between 
the subtypes of T-ALL and peripheral blood blast 
cells percentage (p = 0.054). Nonetheless, medullary 
T-ALL showed a slightly higher percentage of 
peripheral blood blasts than the other subtypes of 
the disease.

A recent review summarized  T-ALL as 
an aggressive malignancy caused due to an 
accumulation of several genetic lesions that hamper 
the development of T-cells.16 Although there are 
emerging technological advances to screen new 
mutations, we did not recognize in the literature any 
study correlating the different subtypes of T-ALL 
and bone marrow blast cells percentage.

C O N C LU S I O N
This study is the first to report the subtypes of T-ALL 
in Oman in the english language literature. It is 
hoped that this will lead to a better understanding of 
the disease outcomes. Our results were in agreement 
with previously published results from the Middle 
east and the Mediterranean area countries such as 
France, Italy, and Morocco.
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